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February 2021Liability-Driven 
InvestingA Case For Cashflow 

Driven Investing (CDI)

Pension Scheme Challenges

Pension schemes today face a variety of challenges. Recent 
years have seen trustees and corporate sponsors exploring 
ways of managing and reducing risks as they meet their 
obligations to members. A prolonged period of low interest rates, 
combined with high levels of volatility sparked by the COVID-19 
pandemic, have provided challenges for scheme funding levels. 

Schemes must effectively manage risks and achieve a degree 
of certainty over their future cashflows. In this regard, CDI is 
useful for schemes of all sizes. Indeed, larger schemes have 
used this approach for some time using segregated mandates. 
The introduction of pooled structures has resulted in CDI 
strategies being open to small and mid-sized schemes as well.

Defining CDI

CDI strategies use assets that provide a contractual income 
to match the future expected cashflow of a pension scheme. 
The assets are intended to be held to maturity and so provide 
a greater level of certainty over return. As the chart on the left 
in Figure 1 shows, the cashflows of the traditional portfolio do 
not match outgoing liability cashflows well. Cashflows are much 
better matched in the right-hand chart, due to the inclusion of CDI. 

• Many pension schemes face challenges 
in meeting obligations amid difficult 
market conditions, therefore liquidity 
planning is an important consideration 
as schemes mature.

• At State Street Global Advisors, we 
have a long heritage of fixed income 
investing and providing pooled and 
bespoke solutions for clients.

• Our CDI approach is built around 
three pillars: a low risk/low governance 
approach, an investment process that 
benefits from both quantitative and 
fundamental insights, and a rigorous 
ESG screening process.

Figure 1 Greater Certainty of Returns Over Time
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The information contained above is for illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
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Figure 4 Our Fixed Income Platform

£675B+
Total Fixed Income AUM

£68B+
Global credit AUM 
across active, index and 
factor based strategies

100+
Strategies across 
indexing, active, 
factor-based and cash 
management

£250B+
Fixed income trading 
desk volume in 2018

£58B+ 
Credit trading in 2018

140+
Professionals on our 
global fixed income team

1,000+
Institutional clients 
across 50 countries

£5.5B
Average AUM in each 
funded strategy

At State Street Global Advisors, we have a long heritage of 
fixed income investing and providing pooled and bespoke 
solutions for clients. As a leading index manager, our focus is 
on cost minimisation and efficient implementation. Our global 
scale translates into significant depth in investment capabilities 
and trading resources and we have unrivalled access to 
new issuances.

In addition to being a pioneer in indexing, we have an extensive 
history of delivering active, indexed and factor-based credit 
solutions across regions. These capabilities are built on the 
discipline and efficiency of indexing combined with the rigour of 
quantitative analysis.

We have developed a range of CDI funds that allow investors 
to reliably manage their cashflow obligations using a liquid, 
diversified and transparent approach. Our CDI investment 
approach is built upon four pillars:

Figure 3 What are the Benefits of Using CDI?

Better  
Control

Reliable income to meet obligations — schemes reduce the 
risk of becoming forced sellers of assets

Maturing cashflows — assets generate the cashflows 
through time as the strategy matures

Lower  
Governance

Avoids the need for cashflow disinvestments — provides 
regular stream of cashflows to meet obligations

Locks in the yield on corporate bonds — reduces 
market risk

Reduced Costs Cashflows do not need to be met through redemptions — 
lower transaction costs

Makes schemes more tolerant to market stress — assets do 
not need to be sold in times of market stress, when the cost 
of trading increases

CDI approaches have three key benefits:

Figure 2 Who is CDI Appropriate for?

CDI is Suitable 
for Schemes of 
all Sizes

Larger schemes have used CDI for some time using 
segregated mandates

The introduction of pooled structures means this strategy 
is open to small and mid-sized schemes

Schemes that 
are Cashflow 
Negative

As schemes mature, liquidity planning becomes an 
important consideration, especially where cashflow 
requirements represent a significant proportion of a 
scheme’s assets

Mature schemes CDI can provide an alternative ‘self-sufficient’ approach 
to buyout

Liquid CDI type assets can be attractive to insurers, 
representing a suitable “stepping-stone”

Looking to 
Reduce Reliance 
on the Sponsor

CDI approaches help to lower funding level volatility and 
reduce the probability of needing future sponsor support

A CDI strategy can reduce the impact of unforeseen 
changes in a sponsor’s contributions

CDI approaches are useful for a range of schemes, as outlined 
in Figure 2.

1 Heritage & Capabilities We are a global manager with 
significant scale

— Index heritage — focus on cost minimization and 
efficient implementation 

— Global relationships — access to new issuance 
— Trading resources — across the globe

2 Low-Risk and Low-Governance Approach Our CDI 
strategies use high-quality corporate bonds only

— Simple to understand and implement
— Transparent asset prices for monitoring purposes
— Liquid assets to add flexibility 

We intentionally avoid illiquid assets which offer higher 
yields, but have higher (transaction) costs, additional risks 
and can potentially hinder near-term buyout plans.

3 Innovative Strategy A quantitative-based approach with 
fundamental oversight optimised to match cashflows. We 
select from a global bond universe:

— Reduces concertation risk
— Provides for higher-capacity solution 

4 Strong ESG Capabilities A solution based on our 
ESG experience:

— We screen for UN Global Compact violators and, 
controversial weapons in our CDI pooled funds 

— We can adapt to client-specific requirements for 
segregated portfolios 

Our CDI Approach
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Figure 5 Why Investment Grade Bonds for CDI?

Reliability Excellent source of contractual cashflows given empirically low cumulative credit losses (50bps on average over five years)

Empirical results can be improved upon through credit screening process

Credit spreads have overcompensated investors for this risk, making them attractive from a risk-reward perspective and also suitable as a 
matching asset

Flexibility IG credit has sufficient liquidity to facilitate changes to strategy over time

Individual portfolios can also evolve as client or market circumstances change

Pooled vehicles are feasible when IG credits are used

Scalability At £6 trillion, the global IG credit universe is enormous, compared to GBP IG credit at £260 billion

This facilitates significant capacity and diversification for GBP investors

Global IG universe has 8,000 issues, compared to 560 in GBP universe

Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Barclays Indices, data as of 31 December 2019. Information provided is for illustrative purposes.

The following sections outline in more detail State Street Global Advisors’ CDI approach with respect to two key facets: our use of 
global corporate bonds and our buy and maintain strategy.

Why Global Investment Grade Corporate Bonds?

Investment grade (IG) corporate bonds have several attributes that make them compelling as a matching asset.

Source: State Street Global Advisors and Bloomberg Barclays Indices. Data as of 31 December 2020. Infrastructure data as of 31 December 2019. Information provided 
is for illustrative purposes.

UK Prime Property 
£558B (£55B p.a.)

EUR Corp
£3.20T

GBP Corps
£465B

Infrastructure
£125BGBP ABS or MBS
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Figure 6 Global Investment Grade Bonds: A Reliable and Scalable Source of Assets for Cashflow Matching  

 Investment Grade Corporate Bonds   Other Assets
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Our Buy and Maintain Approach

At State Street Global Advisors, we have built a strong and well-
established foundation of buy and maintain strategies. With our 
new CDI strategies, we have enhanced this approach through 
additional quantitative and fundamental credit screening, and 
selection and maintenance of global credit portfolios. Figure 7 
shows a summary of our overall approach.

Our base universe is the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Credit index, which consists of USD, EUR and GBP- denominated 
bonds. The bond universe includes corporate bonds and quasi-sovereign bonds.

Buy and Maintain Low Cost Holds assets to maturity, resulting in low turnover and low investment costs

Protection and Provision Mitigates potential credit deterioration and accumulates credit reserve as a cushion

Risk Control Well-defined risk parameters to ensure diversification across maturity, quality, sector, issuer and currency

Global Approach Structures reliable cashflow streams from the global investment grade credit universe

Harvests both the credit and liquidity premium from global credit markets

Adopts a spread-over-liability investment approach

Innovative Combines both quantitative credit techniques with qualitative oversight from fundamental credit research analysis

Quantitatively screens the global credit universe from both a quality and value perspective

Investment Process

We offer comprehensive and flexible cashflow matching 
solutions, based on a modular approach to securities 
selection and portfolio construction, while also incorporating 
ESG considerations. Figure 8 shows how we start with 
an initial base universe and proceed step-by-step to the 
optimal portfolio.

Source: State Street Global Advisors. For illustrative purposes only.

Figure 8 Investment Process Overview

Figure 7 Our Buy and Maintain Approach

Portfolio  
Construction

Optimise for cheapest portfolio to match liabilities within 
diversification principles

Cash Flow  
Projections

Estimate future cashflows in currency of liabilities

ESG  
Considerations

Incorporate ESG policies and requirements

Credit Quality  
Screen 

Exclude risky credits using quantitative & fundamental screens
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Figure 10 Illustrative State Street Pooled CDI Strategy

Source: State Street Global Advisors. The information contained above is for 
illustrative purposes only.

CDI Segregated Funds Solution

For larger portfolios clients can set their own cashflow 
requirements, as well as bespoke portfolio constraints:

Figure 11 Illustrative State Street Segregated CDI Strategy

Source: State Street Global Advisors. The information contained above is for 
illustrative purposes only.

CDI Pooled Funds Solution

Our CDI funds can be combined to match desired 
liability profile and also blended with LDI to deliver 
comprehensive solution:

2021 2045 2069 2093 2117

Contribution Other Income 2031–2035 CDI

2026–2030 CDI 2021–2025 CDI Liabilities

2021 2045 2069 2093 2117

Contribution Other Income

Segregated CDI Liabilities

Combining CDI and LDI

Combining our CDI offering and LDI proposition clients can overlay their CDI portfolios to match their interest rate risk and inflation 
rate risk arising from their liabilities.  A CDI strategy requires an inflation hedging overlay to match inflation linked liabilities .

Figure 9 Our Solution: Match You Profile

Our Solutions

Our solution can be applied in both segregated and poled fund structures, as shown Figure 9:

Pooled Fund CDI Segregated CDI

Our CDI funds can be combined to match a desired liability profile and also 
blended with LDI to deliver a comprehensive solution

For larger portfolios, clients can set their own cashflow requirements, as well 
as bespoke portfolio constraints 

•  Three maturing funds with 5-year ranges
•  Funds distribute coupons and principals
•  Allocation to each fund tailored to your needs

Set your cashflow requirements and tolerances Customise your own constraints:
• Ratings constraints
• Sector constraints
•  Maximum allocation to foreign currency bonds
• Custom exclusion list or ESG screens
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United Kingdom: State Street Global Advisors 
Limited. Authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in 
England. Registered No. 2509928. VAT No. 
5776591 81. Registered office: 20 Churchill 
Place, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HJ.  
T: 020 3395 6000. F: 020 3395 6350. 

Important Information 

The whole or any part of this work may not be 
reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its 
contents disclosed to third parties without 

SSGA’s express written consent. 
The returns on a portfolio of securities which 
exclude companies that do not meet the 
portfolio’s specified ESG criteria may trail the 
returns on a portfolio of securities which include 
such companies. A portfolio’s ESG criteria may 
result in the portfolio investing in industry 
sectors or securities which underperform the 
market as a whole. 
Responsible-Factor (R Factor) scoring is 
designed by State Street to reflect certain 
ESG characteristics and does not represent 
investment performance. Results generated 
out of the scoring model is based on 
sustainability and corporate governance 
dimensions of a scored entity. 
The information provided does not constitute 
investment advice as such term is defined 
under the Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive (2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss 

regulation and it should not be relied on as such. 
It should not be considered a solicitation to buy 
or an offer to sell any investment. It does not 
take into account any investor's or potential 
investor’s particular investment objectives, 
strategies, tax status, risk appetite or 
investment horizon. If you require investment 
advice you should consult your tax and financial 
or other professional advisor. All information is 
from SSGA unless otherwise noted and has 
been obtained from sources believed to be 
reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. 
There is no representation or warranty as to 
the current accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of, nor liability for, decisions 
based on such information and it should not 
be relied on as such. 
The views expressed in this material are 
the views of the Liability-Driven Investing team. 
through the period ended 12/23/2020 and are 

subject to change based on market and other 
conditions. This document contains certain 
statements that may be deemed forward-
looking statements. Please note that any 
such statements are not guarantees of any 
future performance and actual results or 
developments may differ materially from 
those projected. 
Investing involves risk including the risk of 
loss of principal. 
The trademarks and service marks referenced 
herein are the property of their respective 
owners. Third party data providers make no 
warranties or representations of any kind 
relating to the accuracy, completeness or 
timeliness of the data and have no liability 
for damages of any kind relating to the use of 
such data. 
Currency Risk is a form of risk that arises from 
the change in price of one currency against 

About State Street Global Advisors

State Street Global Advisors serves governments, institutions 
and financial advisors with a rigorous approach, breadth of 
capabilities and belief that good stewardship is good investing 
for the long term. Pioneers in index, ETF, and ESG investing 
and the world’s third-largest asset manager, we are always 
inventing new ways to invest.

State Street CDI Funds Summary Details

State Street CDI Credit Fund 

2021–2025 2026–2031 2031–2036

Exposure Global Investment Grade Corps Global Investment Grade Corps Global Investment Grade Corps

Investment Style Buy and Maintain Buy and Maintain Buy and Maintain

Domicile Ireland Ireland Ireland

Structure QIAIF sub-fund of SSGA Qualified Trust QIAIF sub-fund of SSGA Qualified Trust QIAIF sub-fund of SSGA Qualified Trust

Settlement Cycle DD+2 DD+2 DD+2

NAV (Frequency) Daily Daily Daily

Cut-off Times DD-1 10:00 a.m. DD-1 10:00 a.m. DD-1 10:00 a.m.

Share Classes Distributing Distributing Distributing

AMC TER 0.05% of NAV per annum max (IM fee 
paid outside fund)

TER 0.05% of NAV per annum max (IM fee 
paid outside fund)

TER 0.05% of NAV per annum max (IM fee 
paid outside fund)

Min Initial / Subsequent GBP1,000,000 / GBP500K GBP1,000,000 / GBP500K GBP1,000,000 / GBP500K

ISIN / Bloomberg Code TBC TBC TBC

Dividend Policy Semi-annual distributions of Income in March and September except where the Directors in their sole discretion, determine not to pay a 
dividend on any given distribution date.

Source: State Street Global Advisors as at 31 December 2020.

http://ssga.com
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another. Whenever investors or companies have 
assets or business operations across national 
borders, they face currency risk if their positions 
are not hedged. 
This information should not be considered a 
recommendation to invest in a particular sector 
or to buy or sell any security shown. It is not 
known whether the sectors or securities shown 
will be profitable in the future. 
This communication is directed at professional 
clients (this includes eligible counterparties as 
defined by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA)) who are deemed both knowledgeable 
and experienced in matters relating to 
investments. The products and services to 
which this communication relates are only 
available to such persons and persons of any 
other description (including retail clients) 
should not rely on this communication.
Bonds generally present less short-term risk 
and volatility than stocks, but contain interest 
rate risk (as interest rates raise, bond prices 
usually fall); issuer default risk; issuer credit risk; 
liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These effects are 
usually pronounced for longer-term securities. 

Any fixed income security sold or redeemed 
prior to maturity may be subject to a substantial 
gain or loss. 
Equity securities may fluctuate in value and can 
decline significantly in response to the activities 
of individual companies and general market and 
economic conditions. 
The SSGA Qualified Trust was authorized by the 
Central Bank of Ireland as a unit trust pursuant 
to the Unit Trusts Act, 1990 and the European 
Communities (Alternative Investment Fund 
Managers Directive) Regulations 2013 (as 
amended) as a Qualifying Investor Alternative 
Investment Fund on 14th September 2020. 
Prospective investors may obtain these 
reports free of charge from our Client 
Relationship team.
This document should be read in 
conjunction with its prospectus and 
supplement. All transactions should be 
based on the latest available prospectus 
and supplement which contains more 
information regarding the charges, 
expenses and risks involved in 
your investment. 

For Investors in UK: The Company has been 
registered for distribution in the UK pursuant to 
the UK’s temporary permissions regime under 
regulation 62 of the Collective Investment 
Schemes (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) 
Regulations 2019. The Company is directed at 
‘professional clients’ in the UK (within the 
meaning of the rules of the Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000) who are deemed both 
knowledgeable and experienced in matters 
relating to investments. The products and 
services to which this communication relates 
are only available to such persons and persons 
of any other description should not rely on this 
communication. Many of the protections 
provided by the UK regulatory system do not 
apply to the operation of the Company, and 
compensation will not be available under the UK 
Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
The information contained in this 
communication is not a research 
recommendation or ‘investment research’ 
and is classified as a ‘Marketing 
Communication’ in accordance with 
the Markets in Financial Instruments 

Directive (2014/65/EU) or applicable 
Swiss regulation. 
This means that this marketing 
communication (a) has not been prepared 
in accordance with legal requirements 
designed to promote the independence of 
investment research (b) is not subject to 
any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research. 
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